
Compounds and rendaku Data largely from Ito & Mester (1986)

I.  Many compounds in Japanese undergo a process called rendaku (連濁)

(1) Reminder:  A compound is a word that contains more than one root

(2) Examples of  the basic rendaku pattern

/e/ ‘picture’ + /tako/ ‘kite’ → [ edako ] ‘picture kite’
/jɯ/ ‘hot water’ + /toohɯ/ ‘tofu’ → [ jɯdooɸɯ ] ‘boiled tofu’
/iɾo/ ‘color’ + /kami/ ‘paper’ → [ iɾoɡami ] ‘colored paper’
/de/ ‘going out’ + /kɯti/ ‘mouth’ → [ deɡɯtɕ͡i ] ‘exit’
/mak-i/ ‘rolling’ + /sɯsi/ ‘sushi’ → [ makizɯɕi ] ‘rolled sushi’
/mizɯ/ ‘water’ + /seme/ ‘torture’ → [ mizɯzeme ] ‘water torture’

• Describe what happens when rendaku occurs.  (How is the surface form of  the 
compound different from what we would have expected, based on its parts?)

(3) What is particularly interesting about the first two cases here?

/hana/ ‘nose’ + /ti/ ‘blood’ → [ hanad͡ʑi ] ‘nosebleed’
/kokoɾo/ ‘heart’+ /tɯkaw-i/ ‘usage’ → [ kokoɾozɯkai ] ‘consideration’

 

compare:
/inɯ/ ‘dog’ + /sin-i/ ‘death’ → [ inɯd͡ʑini ] ‘useless death’
/mak-i/    ‘rolling’ + /sɯsi/ ‘sushi’ → [ makizɯɕi ] ‘rolled sushi’

• What consequences do these forms have for the system of  segmental rules in Japanese?

(4) Now consider one more complication

/tabi/ ‘journey’ + /hito/ ‘person’ → [ tabibito ] ‘traveler’
/hanas-i/ ‘talking’ + /heta/ ‘poor (at)’ → [ hanaɕibeta ] ‘poor talker’
/ike-/ ‘arranging’ + /hana/ ‘flower’ → [ ikebana ] ‘ikebana’
/sɯna/ ‘sand’ + /hokoɾi/ ‘dust’ → [ sɯnabokoɾi ] ‘cloud of dust’
/kake-/ ‘covering’ + /hɯtoɴ/ ‘futon’ → [ kakebɯtoɴ ] ‘top futon’

• What is unexpected here? 

• Is this related to anything we have seen elsewhere?
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II.  Systematic conditions governing when rendaku does and does not occur

(5) A semantic condition on the application of  rendaku

/moɾaw-i/ + /ko/ [ moɾaiɡo ] /oja/ + /ko/ [ ojako ]
‘receiving’ ‘child’ ‘adopted child’ ‘parent’ ‘child’ ‘parent & child’

 

/jama/ + /teɾa/ [ jamadeɾa ] /jama/ + /teɾa/ [ jamateɾa ]
‘mountain’ ‘temple’ ‘mtn. temple’ ‘mountain’ ‘temple’ ‘mtn. & temple’

• What is the meaning difference between the two patterns? 
Rendaku is blocked when ...

• Can we prove that this is not a phonological restriction on rendaku?

(6) A phonological condition on the application of  rendaku:  “Lyman's Law”

/kami/ ‘deity’ + /kaze/ ‘wind’ → [ kamikaze ] ‘divine wind’
/mono/ ‘thing’ + /sizɯka/ ‘quiet’ → [ monoɕizɯka ] ‘tranquil’
/siɾo-/ ‘white’ + /tabi/ ‘J. socks’ → [ ɕiɾotabi ] ‘white tabi’
/maɾɯ-/ ‘round’ + /hadaka/‘naked’ → [ maɾɯhadaka ] ‘completely naked’
/tai-kɯtɯ/‘boredom’ + /sinoɡ-i/ ‘endurance’ → [ taikɯts͡ɯɕinoɡi ] ‘killing time’

• What’s different phonologically about these examples, that might account for why 
rendaku is blocked?  Note the following minimally different examples: 

/nɯɾi-/ ‘lacquer’ + /hɯta/ ‘lid’ → [ nɯɾibɯta ] ‘lacquered lid’
/nɯɾi-/ ‘lacquer’ + /hɯda/ ‘sign’ → [ nɯɾiɸɯda ] ‘lacquered sign’

/o-haɾaw-i/  ‘purification’ +/kɯsi/ ‘comb’ → [ ohaɾaiɡɯɕi ] ‘purification comb’
/o-haɾaw-i/  ‘purification’ +/kɯzi/ ‘ticket’ → [ ohaɾaikɯd͡ʑi ] ‘purification ticket’

• Lyman’s Law:  Rendaku is blocked when...

(7) Given the data in (6), why are these next examples interesting?

/kɯzɯ/ ‘rubbish’ + /kaɡo/ ‘basket’ → [ kɯzɯkaɡo ] ‘wastebasket’
*[ kɯsɯkaɡo ], *[ kɯzɯkako ]

/ɡeta/ ‘clogs’ + /hako/ ‘box’ → [ ɡetabako ] ‘shoe cupboard’
*[ ketabako ], *[ ɡetahako ]
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(8) Morphological conditions on rendaku

(a) Rendaku generally affects only “native” morphemes, not Sino-Japanese or foreign 

• Can you think of  exceptions to this generalization?  (There are some...)

• What are the implications of  such exceptions?  (Is the literal history of  morphemes 
something we would expect to find included in speakers’ mental grammar?)

(b) Rendaku has idiosyncratic exceptions

• Many morphemes that we would expect to undergo rendaku just don’t 
(and a smaller number that we would expect not to undergo it actually do)

• See Irwin (2009), Kawahara (2015) for additional discussion

III.  Some more-complex compounds

(9) What accounts for this difference?

/nɯɾi/ + /hasi/ + /hako/ ‘lacquer’ ‘chopstick’ ‘box’

→ [ nɯɾibaɕibako ]   ‘box for lacquered chopsticks’

→ [ nɯɾihaɕibako ]   ‘chopstick box which is lacquered’

For more about rendaku:
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Kawahara, Shigeto.  2015.  Can we use rendaku for phonological argumentation? Linguistic 
Vanguard. Online publication.  Draft available at: 
[http://user.keio.ac.jp/~kawahara/pdf/RendakuArgumentationFinal.pdf]
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